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Background or Purpose 
Background: Neonatal brain MRI is increasingly undertaken both for clinical care and research. Although many studies are performed using 
adult coils this is sub-optimal. Solutions have been proposed both to provide enhanced care for fragile babies during scanning (1) and to 
optimize imaging performance through design of close fitting multi-coil receiver arrays (2). For optimal performance the receive coil should be as 
close fitting as possible, but this creates challenges for patient handling. Here, we developed a joint design of a 32 channel neonatal array and a 
baby transport and positioning system intended for examining babies up to 44 weeks at time of scan. The purpose of this was to implement a 
system to consistently gain high image quality in preparation for the developing Human Connectome Project (dHCP).  
Design considerations: The main design consideration was to allow the user to consistently place the head fully into the coil for maximum SNR 
benefit with minimum disturbance to the baby and without compromising care. The system/device should be light and safe to handle but robust 
enough to withstand vibration for high gradient scans. To ensure consistent image quality, the design should also include acoustic protection and 
a gentle head holding system capable of immobilising babies of a wide variety of sizes yet thin enough so the coil can be a close fit around the 
largest target head size. The system needs to accommodate life monitoring and respiratory aids as required for clinical care.   
Design solution: Dimensions of the head coil was determined by using the 95th centile of head diameters measured on 91 term born babies 
(age range 38.14-44.42weeks), resulting in a max head size of 
anteroposterior=14.5cm, Right-left=12cm and Inferosuperior = 13cm. The coil 
diameter was 15mm larger than this. A 2cm2 notch at its open end was added to 
accommodate respiratory aids (fig1A). A rigid but light ‘shell’ to prepare the baby 
on before positioning the head within the head coil was created (fig 1B, 2). It 
consists of a head-piece, a v-shaped base that supports a polystyrene bean filled 
vacuum bag for the body and a holder to secure an oxygen 
saturation monitor for safety during transportation. The baby is 
placed on a specially designed wrap sheet with a head extension 
and pull tag (fig 4). Once the baby is wrapped in the sheet the tag is 
passed through a hole in the head-piece (fig 3) and pulled to guide 
the head into position (fig4, red arrow). This allows safe positioning 
with virtually no disturbance to the baby. Additional holes in the head-piece allow visual confirmation that the baby’s head is positioned fully into 
the head-piece for maximum SNR benefit. Three immobilisation cushions (1.4mm thin when deflated) consisting of bead filled pads that conform 
to the shape of the baby’s head backed by inflatable air pockets to flexibly fill the head-piece (fig 5,6) are used. These are positioned over the 
ear acoustic protection to reduce right left motion and under the base of the head and over the forehead to prevent nodding motion, and inflated 
using hand pumps. Once the baby’s head is securely in position vacuum is applied to the beanbag molding to the baby’s body and locking into 
the v-shaped base to prevent lateral movement of the body independent to the head. Safe handling of the baby within the shell is achieved by 
grasping the centrally located handle bar at the foot of the shell and under the head-piece. This allows the 
user to safely control the baby’s head and body within the shell when lifting. The shell and baby then sits 
on an anti-vibration mount (fig 1C) that allows the 32-channel coil to slide safely over the baby’s head. An 
acoustic hood that allows the circulation of air to the baby is then placed on top of the frame. The 
performance of the system was then assessed.  
Subjects and Methods: SNR evaluation: A spheroidal phantom with the same dimensions as the head 
region of the shell was 3D printed and filled with physiological saline doped with gadovist to give a T1 of 
approximately 300ms. A 3D spoiled gradient echo (FOV 140mm3; 1mm resolution, TE=6ms; FA=30 TR 

=30ms, BW=200Hz per pixel) was performed on the phantom in the 
neonatal and adult head coil. SNR maps were produced. Imaging 
evaluation: Nine un-sedated infants (age range at scan 33.0-
43.42weeks) were prepared using the system described above. 
Babies were scanned using the coil system in a Philips 3Tesla Achieva scanner. One infant was nursed in 
an incubator and scanned with a heating mattress and oxygen; 1 required heating mattress and oxygen; 2 

required heating mattress only; 1 was ventilated and 3 required no axillary equipment. Results: The SNR 
averaged over the whole phantom increased by a factor of 2.4 relative to the standard adult Philips 32ch head 
coil with larger gains close to elements (fig 7). A typical diffusion tensor image using the neonatal head coil 
compared to the adult head coil is shown in fig 7A,B. An increase in SNR and, as a result, in contrast between 
the grey/white matter border was evident using the neonatal coil. (fig 6, arrow head). Eight out of 9 infants were 

successfully scanned and positioned within the coil to gain maximum SNR benefit. One infant aged 43.42 weeks did not fall asleep before the 
scan. Conclusion: Using the neonatal head coil with the positioning system allows for consistent positioning of baby’s heads to gain maximum 
SNR benefit. Motion artefacts were subjectively assessed as lower than previous experience, but this remains to be systematically assessed. This 
system was efficient to use and was rated positively both by parents and medical staff on the NICU. References: (1) Whitby et al. Pediatrics 
vo.113 No2 Feb 2004 (2) Keil B, et al. Magn Reson Med. 2011 Dec;66(6):1777-87. 
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